2015 Diversity Report for KCPT & The Bridge

VISION
At KCPT, Kansas City PBS, a rich legacy of service has laid the foundation for
a limitless future with our community. Our content platforms — television,
radio, digital and education — exist to serve the diversity of our region.
We advance conversations through community engagement and social
media. We explore complicated issues with thoughtful reporting. We share
the stories of people, places, and progress in our community.
After all, public is our middle name.
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INTRODUCTION
Because KCPT, the Hale Center for Journalism and Flatland are focused on storytelling and reporting, diversity is
highly important for what we do. There are two ways to approach diversity in our storytelling/journalism: One is
through the stories, and the other is through the storytellers. We take both of these approaches very seriously.
During our weekly editorial and project greenlight meetings, KCPT senior staff encourages:

•

Open conversations that address diversity and wide perspectives in our programming and content

•

Open conversations about how to improve and broaden our perspectives - encouraging staff to bring ideas and
making it known that we seek diversity

•

Fostering and providing support for freelance writers, reporters and independent filmmakers from diverse back
grounds

•

Identifying stories and interview subjects that are representative of the community and not just a culture

In the coming year, we would like to increase the diversity of communities represented by recruiting diverse freelance
contributors, as well as increasing the diversity of our full-time production and reporter staff. One idea we would like
to explore is the possibility of a reporting fellowship that is specifically designed to increase the diversity of our team
and to provide a journalism/production opportunity for up-and-coming journalists from diverse backgrounds.

The Stories
KCPT/Flatland/Hale has worked across teams to identify key issues for our storytellers/reporters to tackle - “tent poles” - and for each one, diversity is a key
consideration in tackling the topics. In fact, diversity itself is listed as one of 4-5 “lenses” for coverage that we tackle across teams. This is evident in the key
projects of “Beyond Belief,” “StoryWorks,” “Re:Dream,” and before that the Hale project “Your Fellow Americans.” For each of these projects, diverse voices and
stories in our communities is key to the mission.
Other topics we have tackled that address diversity head on and encourage diverse perspectives, faces and voices include the tent poles of “Getting By,” a look
at inequality that features diverse perspectives; “Race, Crime and Justice,” our upcoming tent pole that tackles how race and class impact an individual’s experiences in the justice system, and includes the theater project “StoryWorks KC;” and “Cancer in KC,” which included a story wall showing that cancer and illness
impacts diverse individuals and communities.

Your Fellow Americans
Your Fellow Americans was a six-part series about race, immigration and the American
dream. It featured six families (Latino, Muslim, Philippine, African American, Iranian, and
Lakota Indian) with a focus on multi-generational perspectives. This series was made available on You Tube, KCPT and was promoted on social media. There were multiple community
engagement events and is now offered as a syllabus in local schools. (kcpt.org/yourfellowamericans)

Re:Dream
The Your Fellow Americans project has evolved into Re:Dream, a 40-part digital series on
“the American dream.” We are working with 14 other stations on not only producing content,
but also hosting events to discuss the American dream and what it means in their community. This series is not only geographically diverse, but thoughtful consideration was taken in
casting to ensure the right representatives from communities all over the country. (redreamproject.org)

Our Divided City
With the number of homicides in Kansas City for 2015 having leapt back up, this film examines violent crime in the segregated black community east of Troost Avenue and asks
whether enough is being done to make its neighborhoods safe. A spotlight is shone on a new
alliance, the KC No Violence Alliance, as it pursues a unique style of collaborative policing
that attempts to work with the community to prevent the murders.

Getting By
KCPT and the Hale Center for Journalism present “Getting By,” a series of stories and discussions examining the impact of inequality in KC. Through reporting, television and in-person
discussions, the series explores how does income, education, health care and zip code affect
how you “get by” in Kansas City.

Beyond Belief
With digital and broadcast storytelling and events designed with partners in the interfaith community, we explore the interplay of religious life—and lives in which religion is absent—with youth
culture, race, civic engagement and economic disparity.

Local Television Weekly Discussion Programs
KCPT’s weekly discussion programs aim to have a balance of diverse viewspoints, gender, background, and ethnicity represented on their panels.

Ruckus Panelists

KC Week in Review Reporters & Guests

Gender

Female

Male

White

Ethnicity

Gender

Hispanic

Female

African American

Based on 21 rotating panelists in 30 episodes

Male

Ethnicity

White

Hispanic

African American

Based on 66 featured reporters and newsmakers in 40 episodes

Sampling of Community Stories Discussed
Interview with Arif Ahmad from the Islamic
Center of Johnson County about recent events
and political reaction that often misrepresents
the Islamic faith.
Discussion on the racial unrest and subsequent
resignations at Missouri University

The ACLU case in Kansas involving Secretary of
State Kris Kobach's two-tiered election system
which aims to eliminate voter fraud
Response to the Supreme Court ruling on same
sex marriage

Interview with filmmaker Kevin Willmott about
his documentary "Gordon Parks Elementary"

The KC peace rally and how it demonstrates
that Kansas City differs from Baltimore and
Ferguson

Discussion on the debate in Kansas over the use
of police body cameras

Discussion on the "Violent Crime Report" and
the rising murder rate in Kansas City

Interview with Jim Caccamo, Director of MARC's
Department of Early Learning, about Head Start

Wyandotte County Healthy Campus - How have
health rankings improved
New development east of Troost and TIF.

Missouri pushing to refuse scholarships to kids
of undocumented immigrants
Report on key takeaways from the La Raza
convention
The one year anniversary of the shooting death
of unarmed black teenager Michael Brown in
Ferguson.
The impact of education funding cuts on area
school districts
The ripple effects caused by the racial protests
at the University of Missouri
The backlash against Syrian refugees after the
terrorist attack in Paris

Sampling of local stories told on Flatland
Flatland, KCPT’s digital magazine, had its official launch in October of 2015.

Women in business:
Women flex their tech muscles at KC conference
5 apps designed by Kansas City girls at no-boys-allowed camp
Paving the launch pad for female astronauts
KC nonprofit spotlights women in media

Sexuality
Helping those whose love knows no bounds
Kansans react to Brownback’s LGBT decision
Children’s Mercy Hospital Recognized By LGBT Organization
National and Local Reactions to the SCOTUS Gay Marriage Decision
Local transgender blog reflects on gender fluidity

Race
As second open health enrollment begins, Kansas City groups target the hard to reach
Intersection of race, justice discussed at Village Square
As MU Looks Hard At Diversity, The World’s First J-School Also Needs To Revisit A ‘Notorious Act Of Racism’
Bridging The Cultural Divide Through Soccer
Shooting Of Ryan Stokes Won’t Go Away
Getting Rid Of The Vestiges Of Racism – In Health Care

Magazine Format Programming
KCPT’s weekly and limited series magazine format programs serve as a vehicle to bring our features from our tent-poles (Getting By, Beyond Belief, Race, Crime
& Justice), stories from independent filmmakers and journalists, and stories produced by KCPT’s production, digital and Hale Center reporters to the television
viewing audience. Individual programs are carefully curated and KCPT takes great effort in featuring hosts and moderators that represent our community.

Arts Upload

Onward with Alvin Ailey: The Friends of Alvin
Ailey shape young lives and build community
through dance
Making the Musical Scene with Michelle Bacon:
Michelle Bacon, music writer also finds plenty of
work asa musician too
Bach Aria Soloists Turn 15: KC's oldest chamber music group explores both Bach and composers he inspired
Poet Ms. Angela Roux: The Pitch’s 2013 winner for Best Spoken Word performs her poem
“Stand”
M’vyonne Payne, Poet: Poet M’vyonne Payne
performs a piece well-timed for Father’s Day-”Daddy”
Murals by Millenials at Arts KC: To adorn its
new offices, ArtKC called on graffiti artist JT
Daniels to make a mural

Bridge TV

Kwanza Humphrey: Kwanza Humphrey’s colorful, expressive work is starting to draw attention

On-air host, Sarah Bradshaw introduces the
community to local bands, independent filmmaker segments and arts and culture stories.

Kansas School of Classical Ballet:
Ballet school teaches dance for would-be pros
Urban Canvas KC: Stopping blight in the Prospect corridor through a new program for young
artists

SciTech Now

Gordon Parks: Kansas’ own Gordon Parks took
amazing photos that weren’t published until last
year
Scarritt Elementary Mural Project: Murals
made by KCAI students brighten the boarded-up
Scarritt School
Poet Unique Hughley’”Shoes”: Young poet
Unique Hughley performs his poem called
“Shoes”

On-air host, Teisha Bankston highlights the
unique science, technology and innovation
stories in our community.

Community Engagement
KCPT is committed to engaging with the community around diverse topics on all platforms - on-air, online and in the community. KCPT's efforts to be more local,
more inclusive and more interactive are represented in its editorial decisions for community conversations that take the form of panel discussions, town hall
conversations, round table studio conversations or digital & social engagement (PIN, Curious KC, online discussion, social media etc.)

Community Screenings & Conversations

Community screening of “Kumu
Hina,” a documentary exploring
the journey of a trans-gender
Hawaiian woman with a follow-up
conversation with community
partners from the Trans-gender
Institute and Transas City.

Members of local advocacy
groups Veronica's Voice, theJustice Project and the FBI discuss
trafficking in Kansas City in conjunction with the documentary
series, "A Path Appears."

Education, Internships, & Fellowships
Our focus on education provides an opportunity to put diverse student voices and
perspectives in our newsroom. The Hale Center for Journalism created a semester syllabus with UMKC in the Autumn of 2015. The student reporters focused
on the community of Kansas City, Kansas - one of the students in the class was
a Spanish-speaking reporter who had grown up in the Argentine neighborhood.
The students brought a mix of gender, ethnic and sexual-orientation diversity that
enhanced our reporting and broadened the range of perspectives and voices in
our storytelling. We anticipate that a Spring 2016 reporting project with Johnson
County Community College will bring new diverse perspectives to the “Re:Dream”
project.

Community Partners

A community screening at the
Kauffman foundation for the film
"The Raising of America."

Black Archives
American Public Square
Negro Leagues Baseball Museum
Kansas City Women in Film and
Television (KCWIFT)
KC STEM Alliance
Member of the "Mercury 13"
Center for Conflict Resolution
Veronica's Voice
The Justice Project
KC Division of the FBI
Urban League of Greater Kansas
City
Communities Creating
Opportunities
NAACP-KCMO
Stand Up KC
Synergy Services
Jackson County CASA
reStart Inc.
The Transgender Institute
TransasCity.org
ACLU of Kansas
Veterans Association

TV Townhall & Community Conversations
Cancer in KC
Featuring Stephanie Graff, M.D. Medical Oncologist & Hematologist; Sarah Cannon, HCA Midwest Health; Caylen
Sunderman, Cancer Therapist; Linda Bloch Lyon, R.A. Bloch Cancer Foundation; Consuelo Ross, Surviving the Odds,
African American breast cancer awareness group.

A Dose of Reality: A Healthcare Status report
KCPT takes the cameras to UMKC’s Pierson Auditorium as we partner with American Public Square to separate fact
from fiction with in-depth reports and a panel discussion. The program takes a hard look at Medicaid expansion and
the consequences of the decisions by Kansas and Missouri not to participate.

Bare Minimum: The Great Wage Debate
Examining the minimum wage debate and its ramifications in our city.

The Politics of Personal Destruction
Featuring former Missouri US Senator Jack Danforth.

Raising Questions in KC
Nick Haines hosts a local follow-up to the documentary "Raising of America." The town hall style program features
public policy and education leaders on both sides of state line, recorded in front of an audience at the Kauffman Foundation in Kansas City.

Beyond the Melting Pot: Tossed Salad or Fortress America?
Immigration debate featuring Clarissa Martinez de Castro Vice-President of the National Council of La Raza in Washington and Kansas Secretary of State Kris Kobach.

The Storytellers

Reporters/Producers/Contributors
As important as tackling diversity in our topics is finding storytellers/reporters from diverse perspectives to help shape our coverage. In order for us to create
stories and coverage that reflects KC’s diverse communities, we want to have a newsroom/production unit that reflects diversity - through age, gender, ethnicity, religious background, ability, and other aspects of diversity.
Through our key projects, we have begun to build in diversity into the shaping of these projects. For “Beyond Belief,” the grant built in
the contracting of four “community producers” from diverse religious and ethnic backgrounds to help shape the stories and dialogue
in this project. That way, we go beyond creating a space for diverse voices; instead those diverse voices and perspectives belong to the
actual gatekeepers who are producing and shaping these stories.
In “StoryWorks KC,” themes of race and justice are explored so it is fitting that the playwright - in addition to being a former journalist
and lawyer - is an African-American woman writer in KC. The production team also includes an assistant director who is African American. The cast is led by a Native American actor who is active in the Native American community. While these crew members were selected for their talents, it’s considered a huge asset that this project is being shaped and developed by diverse perspectives.
For Flatland editorial, we have an opportunity to bring diverse perspectives to the “pages” of Flatland through freelance writers and
producers from diverse backgrounds and perspectives. We have managed to achieve this with some of our freelancers, and will continue
to give priority to shaping that opportunity. It is something that is a regular part of our conversations in Flatland.
KCPT’s local television productions have recruited and developed on-air talent to host Arts Upload and SciTech Now and during each
on-air membership drive, a concerted effort is made to invite talent from diverse backgrounds. The production team has developed a
strong freelance staff of graphic artists and producers who represent both the African-American and Hispanic communities.
Development works with a wide group of community volunteers in both back office and on air capacity. We are continuously engaging new individuals and group partners from a variety of sources. As we recruit and maintain on air volunteers we actively search for
diversity through other media outlets, community contacts and partners. The specialized nature of on air volunteers limits the pool of
possible candidates of all ethnicity.

National PBS Programming & Scheduling

KCPT maintains detailed documentation each month that is reported to the Community Advisory Board every six months. This document tracks all of the on-air programmatic efforts to serve diverse audiences. Serving the under-served has always been an important
piece of our programming strategy. Attached as Appendix A is this fiscal year’s diversity document. The programming that makes this
list is differentiated between shows that run on KCPT and KCPT 2.
While KCPT does a good job of identifying and programming towards topics of interest to under-served audiences, it also believes that
day in and day out, the national schedule does a great job of utilizing minority talent in roles of great importance, reflecting how important diversity is to them as well. Significant national roles in PBS productions include: Skip Gates (Finding Your Roots and various specials), Gwen Iffil (PBS NewsHour & Washington Week), Tavis Smiley (talk host-5 nights a week), Chita Rivera (hosted this year’s National
Arts Festival), Hari Shrinivassa (PBS NewsHour Weekend host), and Neal Degrasse Tyson (various Nova and PBS specials) to name a
few. And this same attention is paid to every children’s show on PBS, with virtually all of them containing important characters from all
minority groups.
One other effort initiated this year from KCPT's programming team is KCPT’s Native American hour on KCPT2, every Tuesday of the
year (when not in pledge).

The Bridge

Featured In-Studios
Making Movies
Radkey
Pomeroy
Alejandro Escovedo
Michael Franti
Mavericks
Kaleo
Asgeir
Sponsorship
Making Movies Carnaval at Knuckleheads

Music discovery and elevating local artists and bands are at the heart of The Bridge’s mission. Therefore, musical guests for in-studios include both artists that represent diverse backgrounds, but also
musical stylings that although may not always fit the Bridge music format, represent Kansas City’s
unique local music scene. The Bridge also has a keen focus on sponsoring community events - providing support through on-air promotions and on-site engagement. The Bridge contracts Michelle Bacon
for weekly blog posts, hosts the weekly “Eight One Sixty with Chris Hagharian and Sarah Bradshaw”
radio show and interviews community non-profits each Friday on “Give Back Fridays.” Each of these
programmatic features includes editorial attention on diversity.

Give Back Friday Guests
Interview each Friday 7:30am, supported
online and through social media
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Daniel Edwards 2ormore.org workhouse castle
Chris Burnett American Jazz Museum
Deborah Wiebrecht Variety KC.org
Leukemia & Lymphoma Mid America Chapter
The Whole Person Julie DeJean
Kansas School of Classical Ballet Juan Pablo
Trujillo, Stefani Schrimpf
Giving Grove Rob Reiman – Matt Bunch
Cross lines Susila Jones Executive Director
Erin Espy Girls on the Run
Carmen Espinoza –Laura Harmony Project
Harmony Project KC

Staff & Hiring Practices
KCPT has an extensive list of recruitment sources, which includes diverse sources. The FCC requires KCPT to report its recruiting efforts for diverse candidates.
Generally, KCPT obtains the majority of applicants through Nonprofit Connect and The Call. A number of applicants result from people viewing KCPT’s website.
KCPT also uses LinkedIn, Facebook, and Twitter to promote job openings. Kliff and senior managers constantly network to find good candidates. In addition, job
openings are sent to the Board of Directors and the Community Advisory Board for possible recommendations. If based solely on ethnicity, 17 percent of KCPT’s
employees are African American, Asian or Hispanic.

Staff

Contractors / Vendors

Gender

Gender
Female

Female

Male

Male

Ethnicity

Ethnicity
White

White

Hispanic

Hispanic

African American

African American

Asian

Asian

Based on 61 full and part-time employees

Based on 30 full and part-time contract and freelance individuals

Board of Directors

Gender

Ethnicity
Female
White
Male

Hispanic
African American
Native American

Based on 30 full and part-time contract and freelance individuals

